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Eisenstein Cinematography 
“Crime and Punishment” 
 
Proposition:  
I propose to take a scene from Fyodor Dostoyevky’s novel Crime and Punishment.  In it, 
Raskolnikov, after long and profound psychological cogitations decides at last to do away with 
the old moneylender.  How he came to her, how he climbed the stairs, what he saw on the 
various floors, how he rang the bell-- with this we shall not deal.  We shall start the portrayal of 
our episode with the moment when Raskolnikov comes into the room. 
 
Passage: 

‘ “... Realizing, however, that she was standing across the threshold and barred his way, 
he advanced straight on her.   She jumped back in panic, tried to say something to him, but was 
apparently unable to utter a word and just stared at him with wide-open eyes. 

‘ “ ‘Good evening, Alyona Ivanova,’ he began, speaking as casually as possible, but his 
voice would not obey him, faltered and shook.  ‘I--er--I’ve brought you something, but perhaps 
we’d better go in--to the light.’ 

‘ “And leaving her, he went straight into the room without waiting to be asked in.  The old 
woman rushed in after him.  Her tongue was loosened now. 

‘ “ ‘Goodness gracious, what do you want?  Who are you?  What is it you want?’ “ ‘ 
 
‘Then comes the description of how Raskolnikov gives the dummy pledge to the old woman,’ 
says S.M. and continues from the book: 
 

‘ “ ‘What is it? she asked, casting another penetrating glance at Raskolnikov and feeling 
the weight of the pledge in her hand. 

‘ “ ‘Oh, it’s--er--a cigarette case--a silver one--have a look.’ 
‘ “ ‘Doesn’t feel like a silver one somehow.  Tied it up, didn’t you?’ 
‘ “Trying to untie the ribbon and turning to the light (all her windows were closed in spite 

of the stifling heat, she left him entirely alone for a couple of seconds, standing with her back to 
him.  He unbuttoned his coat, disengaged the hatchet from the sling, without, however, taking it 
out altogether, but just supporting it with his right hand under the coat.  His hands were terribly 
weak; he could himself feel how they were growing more and more numb and lifeless every 
moment.  He was afraid he would let go the hatchet and drop it.  Suddenly he felt his head 
beginning to spin.  

‘ “ ‘What have you tied it up like this for?’ the old woman cried in a vexed voice, making a 
movement as though about to turn round to him. 

‘ “There was not a moment to lose.  He took out the hatchet, raised it with both his 
hands, hardly feeling what he was doing, and almost with no effort, almost mechanically struck 
her on the head with the back of it.  There seemed to be no strength at all left in him as he 
aimed the blow, but the moment he brought the hatchet down all his strength returned to him.  

‘ “... Being a small woman, the blow fell straight across the crown of her head.  She 
uttered a cry, though a very faint one, and suddenly dropped to the floor, though still managing 
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to raise her hands to her head.  In one hand she still held the ‘pledge’.  It was then that he 
struck her again with all his strength, and then again, every time with the back of the hatchet 
and across the crown of her head.  Blood gushed out as from an overturned tumbler, and she 
fell straight on her back.  He drew away to let her fall, and then at once bent over her face:  she 
was dead… 

‘ “He put the hatchet down on the floor near the dead woman, and at once put his hand 
into her pocket, taking care not to be covered with the flowing blood--into the very same right 
pocket from which she had taken out the keys the last time…  He took out her keys at once: 
they were all, as before in one bunch, on one steel ring”.’ 

 
Rules from Eisenstein:  The staging solution must be executed within the confines of one single 
camera position for the entire passage.  The entire scene must be shot in a single set-up. 
 
Goal:    It is important for us to learn how to dispose the action in the space of the shot 
regardless of its length.   We have to discover the maximum planning possibilities within 
one single camera-angle, without breaking-up the scene into shots.    1

 
Notes:  When you become film directors, you will be called upon to move people about in the 
shot regardless of its footage, bringing them toward the camera and moving them further away 
in accordance with given principles different from those obtaining on the theater stage.  Our job 
now is this, to do this work interestingly in the form of a teaching exercise. 
 
We shall not have to rush headlong into psychological nuances, which is why i specially chose 
this type of passage from the novel.  It would be a different matter if we had taken the scene of 
Raskolnikov’s approach to the house and his inner struggles.  Then we should have had to base 
ourselves on a much wider circle of preliminary considerations of motive and background.  But, 
we are taking an action scene like this so that, even with your yet partial “school” knowledge of 
the novel and it’s characters, we can boldly begin our work without any special preliminary 
preparation.  
 
Part I:  
1. Camera Angle 

● Slightly above= “suits the theme of the humiliated and insulted.” The downward 
“compression” lets us to some degree communicate the sense of stifling.  2

● Head on= no author’s relation to the action; opens up potential to hide characters, 
objects. 

● Slightly below=  
Notes:  How to render ‘the atmosphere of the scene’ 
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The possibilities of giving acting in different sizes and volumes remain valid for shooting from 
‘slightly above’.  As the characters approach the camera they will grow bigger, as they go away 
from it--smaller.   3

 
2. Lens 

● Wide= heightens the contrast between foreground and depths of the shot; allows 
characters stepping three or four paces away from camera to become visible full-length 
and approaching camera to come into close-up;  embraces a greater space in the shot.  4

● Normal= render accurately, realistically, no contrast. 
● Telephoto= Reduces the contrast between foreground and depths of the shot.  flattens 

the composition.  
Notes:  Telephoto lens in our room example eliminates the foreground figure, standing close to 
the lens and side-wall altogether. 
 
3.  Field of View / Shot Margins 

● Variant. 1:  Corner with a wall dominant to floor 
● Var. 2:  Corner with wall and floor equal -- everything equal, middle solution 
● Var. 3:  Corner with the floor dominant to wall-- conveys the sense of stifling, “all her 

windows were closed in spite of the stifling heat.”  Pictorial elements must be found to 
convey this idea, as to render stifling directly on the screen is impossible.   It is precisely 5

the conditions in Variant 3 which will make the lift not merely a fact in the action but an 
expressive enlargement of the act during its being raised.  The camera will be more 
important than the actor, because the alteration in scale during the hatchet-lifting will be 
more marked.  6

● Var. 4:  No corner, only floor and wall 
Notes:  Making its own particular container or box for every shot 
by calculation of viewpoint for the event, designated of it’s optical order. 
Arranged and Composed by the camera, taking into account the properties of this or that lens. 
What section of the space to show considering it’s character and expressive effect.   7

**In reference to equal choice:  When, in dealing with an art problem that has two possible 
variants or solutions, a middle one is chosen, there are in that choice always elements of 
creative opportunism.   i.e. don’t be lazy… 8

It is doubtful whether an abundance of air “wide and free” above the heads of the actors would 
correspond to the character of the scene we are staging. 
 
Conclusion of Part I 
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It is important for us that the old woman, as also the actor who play Raskolnikov, shall be able 
to be shown in contrasts -- close-ups and long-shots-- within one and the same edition piece 
without changing the camera set-up.  This is the basis for our selection of the given camera 
angle and given optimal conditions.  The choice of viewpoint and given shooting conditions, 
such as, in our case, “from slightly above” and the “wide angle lens (f.28) -- is not a mere 
technical consideration, ...but the content of the passage.  The plastic foreshortening (in a 
photograph of a recumbent figure, for instance, those parts of it, such as the feet, that are 
nearest the lens will seem unnaturally large, those at a distance, such as the head, unnaturally 
small)  we’ve decided on suits the character of the passage as well as the theme of The 
Humiliated and Insulted.  9

 
Part II:  Scene Elements  
4.  The Window 

● Upper left:  because of our angle, and foreshortening the upper part is out of our shot. 
● A Low window:  Only found in Empire-style buildings.  The action takes place on the 

fourth floor of a lodging house.  
● The shot-aperture itself:  Place the lens as if it were a pane of glass.  Then, every 

approach into close-up will play as an approach toward the window.  In favor of this 
solution is that all the dramatic moments will occur in the foreground, and coming closer 
to the lens or going further from it will be motivated by the narrative action of the 
characters.  10

Notes:  Text:  The moneylender, having received the dummy pledge, turns away and goes to 
the window… 
 
5.  Main Acting Space by the Window 

● Right-hand corner of the shot.  Examining the spatial possibilities of the given section 
outlined by the shot, they choose the moneylender’s basic playing-space the right hand 
corner.  

 
6.  The Position of the Door: 

● In the background, positioned left.  = if a transition has to be made from door to window 
then, as a law, this must not be a direct transition.   11

● Outside of the shot in the foreground, positioned left:  Actors will begin in close-up. 
Better to save that for the more important moment. 

● In the background, off-screen, to the right. = start by moving the actors in the opposite 
direction, and only afterwards give them moving over toward the window-- with us, 
toward the limits of the shot.  

 
Conclusion of Part II 
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The beginning of the episode’s action is worked out, with Raskolnikov and the old moneylender 
making the transition (from off-screen right, in background) to the far left background together, 
and the old woman coming over from B to C alone.  Then while she fusses with the packet, 
making clear that she is fully occupied with it, Raskolnikov unbuttons his overcoat and takes out 
the hatchet.  12

 
Part III:  Action 
7.  Shot Size: Where to put the old woman? 

● waist-high:  to no purpose 
● Close-up:  The hands with the packet must be brought close to the face. We not only 

select and present necessary elements in the acting, we also save scale.  Shows the 
eyes.  

Notes:  First decide what you need to show the spectator:  The eyes.  The main thing is the 
eyes.   The hands with the packet must be brought close to the face.  
 
8.  The Actions in Close-up/ ‘Untying the packet’ and ‘Examining,’ ‘mistrustfully guessing’ its 
contents. 

● When she examines the packet, the spectator will see her face, but when she starts to 
untie it and stoops over it, her head goes out of frame below.  

● When she examines the packet, the spectator will see her face, but when she starts to 
untie it and stoops over it, her head goes slightly out of frame below:  Her eyes and face, 
but her head remains.  During the untying we perform a transfer of the spectator’s 
attention to Raskolnikov.  The Exit of her head from shot--that’s a powerful moment, 
better to keep that for later.  13

 
Notes:  You should think in stages of a process, not in isolated pieces of an actor’s action.   Her 14

face becomes hidden when she starts to untie the packet.  
  
9.  Possible Alternative Objects for Dummy Pledge 

● Round object 
● Cracked or broken object= association of the impending tragedy, but in a superficial way 

only; cheap form of symbolism.  Purely formalistic.  
● Pendent object/watch=  If we were to seek a composition for the shot whereby the 

coming cleaving of the head should be foretold, the the structure of the shot, by the 
principle of its construction… and her corresponding gesture during its examination, 
could let one put the old woman's hands one above and the other below and the face 
becomes divided by the chain in about the centre of the shot and you have an eye 
examining the chain.  

● Same idea as Pendent object, but with pledge:  Head and eyes looking at pledge divided 
in half using hands palm upwards near their eyes. 
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Notes:  Think in connection with the properties and form of the object, and likewise relation to it 
of the character, arises the question of the nature of the composition of the close-up and the 
arrangement of the face and hands in the shot.  15

For the composition of such close-ups the main thing-- is to find the correct gesticulation.  
**Never begin to construct your shot starting from purely spatial-composition considerations. 
From the start, seek a natural appearance of the human being and then see how to shoot it.  
 
10.  Raskolnikov’s Advance 

● Approach to the middle of the distance between them = marching in file, while his 
fundamental task is to overtake the old woman, movement directly after her doesn’t suit 
us. 

● Serpentine line / crooked line= would have been right had it been necessary to show that 
R, owing to inner vacillation, was unable to kill the old woman.  

● Parallel line of movement=has the advantage that it enables R to go the same direction 
without following her.  

 
Scene Analysis: 
From the entry into the shot, it is established that single file is good for the entry of the couple, 
as the mise-en-scene plans for two people may be similar when one leads the other.  In this 
fragment, R, rushes forward and draws the moneylender after him into the depths of the room. 
But, after her move into the foreground, R can be let to move along a parallel line.  The 
moneylender will follow R with pauses, the transition would the characteristic of uncertainty.  
**One and the same characteristic can be developed in different spheres of expressive 
portrayal.  In one instance, it can be portrayed by a graphic delineation of mise-en-scene, in 
another--by gesticulation, in a third--by stammering speech, where a person seems to speak 
peppered with punctuation marks.   In our rendering of the character of the moneylender’s 
transition, her hesitation and fear must be revealed by rhythm delineation, while the transition 
itself, should be straight, in single file.  16

 
11.  Transfer of Attention / From Moneylender to Raskolnikov 

● Open his coat= already part of the process 
● Unbutton the coat= not big enough action 
● R takes a step and starts undoing his coat = if it come immediately after the old woman’s 

move is completed, be conditioned by a degree of parallelism in time, which, taken 
together with the parallelism of its direction in mise-en-scene will be felt as too studied.  

● Moneylender takes the wrapped-up pledge, goes away, lowers her head… Then R 
makes his “movement” and only after he does so does the old woman finish her 
examination of the packet.  

15 pg. 111 
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12.  How does Raskolnikov move? 

● Toward M= 
● Away from M= R will grow smaller, and then get bigger again from a medium size figure, 

by his approach and by the blow, comes into foreground and gets big.  But, if he recedes 
into the background, his arming of the hatchet will be inconspicuous there.  

● Parallel Left= disturbs clarity of action 
● Parallel Right= disturbs clarity of action 
● Turns around= the movement will not only include all that was best in all four variants, 

but it is also the best motivated from the content point of view as R does not want M to 
see the hatchet.    His turn will simultaneously  be the movement by which he attracts the 
spectators attention to himself.   17

 
Notes:  The decision is adopted to find a movement or gesture for the actor which will make the 
spectator turn his attention to R, and only afterwards shall the latter get out the hatchet. 
 
***Say you have two positions for a person, and neither of them suits you, the strictly 
generalized solution might be found by arithmetic.  Keep in mind, R’s turn-around arose not as a 
compromise, or “middle”, but as a new, solution fulfilling a concrete task -- the concealment.  It 
never, however arises as an arithmetical mean.  The substitution of a turnaround for the four 
proposed directions for R’s movement--this was not a recipe, or a “method,” but a concrete 
instance.  Remember that as soon as you begin to use your experiences as methods, nothing is 
left of art.  Hegel, in his “Aesthetics,” speaking of true originality in an artist says, “The only great 
method -- is to have no method.”  Thus, in your own creative work, you must start every time 
from the story, the art-form, the political idea and world outlook.  If you want to have a method, 
then clearly understand the task and seek accurately and concretely for its solution, it is along 
that path that the creative results needed are achieved...  18

 
13.  Under which coat-front, does Raskolnikov hang the hatchet? 

● Left=  Having gripped the hatchet, R is not in a state to raise it high enough to free it 
from the sling.  The side of the coat slips down, and R, fearing that this will leave the 
hatchet in view, frees it from below with his right hand and hides it behind him.  19

● Right= 
Notes:  The content of the passage requires that he must… not show, but hide the hatchet. 
One must, somewhere before the blow, show that it is a hatchet in his hands.  
When R takes it out let the hatchet shine.  Anyone who has specially quick reactions will 
recognize a hatchet, and anyone slower will see something shine. 
 
14.  Raskolnikov’s Indecision / Gleam of the Hatchet’s concealment 

17 pg. 118 
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● As the old woman turns around to him= too much -- Further on should come the moment 
when R prepares himself for the blow, makes up his mind and -- then she turns toward 
him.  Only after all this can you give the sweep upward of the hatchet that finishes with 
the blow.  

● Moves her head slightly = hiding of the hatchet exposes R’s indecision more completely.  
Notes:  Between the hiding of the hatchet behind the back, and the blow, there can and must be 
shown the struggle between R and his indecision.  Here’s a chance to have the actor act.  Now, 
of course, the moneylender should turn and glance at R.  This can be a moment of extreme 
tension for the spectator, the moment of peripeteia (sudden change of circumstances) of the 
participants in action.   20

 
Analysis of Raskolnikov’s movement with the hatchet: 
It contains duality.  Its speed is an active characteristic, but the basic form of the movement -- 
the putting away of the hatchet -- can be characterized as essentially passive.  The principal 
thing in the movement is inhibition.  R’s next movement will be also dual in nature.  This time, 
the active essence is expressed in the movement’s direction.  
You must not only take into account of a movement’s direction, but also its tepo.  Our last 
movement was passive in its direction and active in tempo.  And now we shall have a 
movement active in direction and passive in tempo  R will raise the hatchet, but with hesitation. 
And the higher he takes it, the slower will be the movement.  The closer R comes to the 
execution of his plan, the more agitated and confused he becomes.  21

R moves his arm upwards, but not with a full sweep of the arm--moving it only from the elbow. 
And, as the arm goes higher the elbow is more and more drawn in toward the body.  R appears 
to press the hatchet tight to himself.  This is the typical movement of a man eager to wound yet 
afraid to strike.  
 
15.  Raskolnikov’s Groundless Fear: 

● A cold sweat breaks out on R’s face and he wipes it from his forehead= Should be 
played not on a physical plane only, but so that pictorially it becomes an effacing from 
himself of something terrifying, horrible.  Such a gesture would fully fit R’s state of mind.  

● The moneylender will raise her head and turn toward him.  She turns when R has lifted 
the hatchet as high as his shoulder.  He hides the hatchet again and the gleam we had 
before we’ll give once more and stronger.   

 
Notes:  After a powerful tension such as has obtained and before it rises anew, a moment of 
slight relaxing is advantageous.  
****We should intensify the representation of his state of confusion.  The scenario has given us 
the task of not tightening a man up but of breaking him down -- the crash of his idea.  It is as 
though when, immediately after, the hatchet crashes down o n the old woman’s head, it is his 
will that crashes and with it also his entire philosophy of the “superman.”  The murder of the 
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moneylender--this is the outer subject of the scene.  The real, inner, subject--is the “fall” and 
dethroning over all the trembling vermin, and over all the ant hills--- that is his motto.  It is 
precisely in this passage we are treating that he himself becomes one of the “trembling 
vermin.”...  22

 
16. The Moneylender’s Turn 

● R moves backward = when M lifts her head, she may hide the figure of R.  Therefore, he 
should move a little, not backward, but to one side. 

● The old woman turns, holding the pledge.  As she turns, without glancing at R, she 
mutter:  “What have you tied it up like this for?” R is frightened by the movement of the 
old woman and again hides -- draws back--the hatchet.  As he does so he turns slightly 
sideways: then the moneylender lifts her head.  

Notes:  First decide whether the detail is needed or not, then think of how to do it so that the 
spectator shall see it.  Only unnecessary details don’t need to be done. 
 
17.  Raskolnikov’s Grip on the Hatchet 

● R slides the hatchet from the butt to the end of the handle = to slide a heavy hatchet 
through one’s grip and catch it at the very end of the handle--that’s  almost an acrobatic 
feat!  The hatchet will slip, fly, out of your grasp. 

● The left hand shall slide the hatchet not upward, but turning it at once to the horizontal. 
The right hand shall slide down to the end of the handle; the elbow up to this moment 
bent, straightens, and in this position R as though grows numb.  He has no strength left 
to do more. Now the hatchet is revealed.  This is the first time it has been in such a 
position.  Now the moneylender can raise her eyes to R and...  

 
Notes:  Find a simple and natural solution.  
A definite drawing of the hatchet from its sheath:  this movement entirely in comparatively slow 
tempo, will not only be visible but will make a strong impression on the spectator. 
 
18.  Raskolnikov Raises the Axe 

● When She raises her eyes and makes him strike= Too soon: easiest and crudest.  What 
is necessary is to have the old woman by some action on her own part, dot the last “i” 
and cross the last “t” and only after she acts have the “dirty deed” done. 

● As the old woman sees the hatchet= If our exercise is to be linked exactly to the text 
then, where this part of it starts, the moneylender mutters her doubt of the value of the 
pledge she has been brought and holds out the “article” to give back to R without looking 
at him.   Hearing no answer, she raises her eyes and sees the hatchet.  Her hands part 
in fright, the pledge falls to the floor, the “plop” is heard…  Now,  R swings up the 
hatchet, her eyes are raised aloft, at the hatchet.  She covers her face with her hands 

22 pg. 127 
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and falls, out of the frame of the shot, and in the picture the figure of R and the hatchet 
come down after her.  23

 
Notes:  Learn to carry the development of your action right to its white-hot limit.  
***As the old woman sees the hatchet,  R is so irresolute that the look of the old woman almost 
paralyses him.  Her look has this effect and it must be used.  This will be a tense moment of 
pause.  It seems as though R cannot bear her look, and will drop his plan and run.  But, at this 
moment, the old woman, frightened, opens her hands, and from them falls the famous pledge. 
A “plop” is heard.  Lo!  This acts on R like a shot, or rather, like a crack of the whip.  The hatchet 
is lifted to full height!  The old moneylender closes her eyes and…  Screams, tries to protect 
herself. Her head goes down, out of the picture.  Now, R can crash the hatchet down out of the 
shot with the full length of his swing.  
 
19. The Hatchet Blow 

● The hatchet shines and it’s passage draws a gleaming line= don’t proceed along the line 
of external visual factors. Watch the principle!  Let the hatchet gleam and go down out of 
the picture.  

● The hatchet gleams and goes down out of the picture.  After the old woman has dropped 
down below the edge of the shot--after the blow, R himself almost falls down too.  Along 
a diagonal line the hands come flying into the picture and literally hide R. 

20.  The Second Blow 
● Raskolnikov looks for the keys=but for R to busy himself getting the keys the old woman 

must be visible. 
● After she “acts” with her hands, R delivers the second blow=  At the start one hand 

comes into shot, then the other… Then the hands separate as they leave picture, but 
before they have completely done so her face comes into picture on the same diagonal. 
It fills the shot almost completely and then the old woman topplees on the floor--as she 
does so her body first coming into the picture and then, as she falls, becoming smaller. 
This gives an exceedingly neat shot composition.  Two elements, the hands, leave the 
shot--one enters, the head.  As the hands become less close, the better thereby will 
become the gig rendering of the moneylender’s head as it enters the shot.  Thus, the old 
woman coming back into the shot is linked with the second blow.  Before the second 
blow R was visible in the background between the moneylender’s two hands filling the 
foreground.  Then, as he strikes for the second time, his face comes to the foreground in 
the close-up.    For the actor’s dumb show this is a very important moment.  The 
enlargement lets one show R’s feverishly blazing eyes and the tortured despair that 
begins to master him.  After this he steps back receding into the depth of the shot. 
Pause…. Into the almost empty shot comes the huge face of the dying woman and her 
body falls onto the floor.  24

23 pg. 131 
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Notes:  We must plan the action so that she falls into picture again.  That’s what we we have to 
use the second blow for.  
 
21.  Raskolnikov gets the keys 

● Roundabout movement 
● Straight to the body, he kneels and in order to not get stained with blood,  

cautiously rests his weight on the floor with one hand, and flings aside the apron and gets the 
keys out with the other. 
 
Analysis of Raskolnikov’s Confusion after the Murder 

● R goes in the opposite direction of the bedroom, situated in the left background -- 
towards the door leading out.  He leaves the shot and then comes back into it and 
proceeds in the background to the bedroom door.  Done like this, R’s exit from the shot 
gives us the motif of his castings-about and seekings.  Besides, this exit allows us to 
give all in our single shot, a still-life as well.   25

 
  22.  Raskolnikov leaves the Hatchet 

● R takes it with him. 
● After the second blow, R retreats to the side-wall that has in it the door to the bedroom, 

where he presses himself against the surface and watches the fallen moneylender. 
While there, he lets go of the hatchet and stands it against the wall between the edge of 
the shot and the door.  26

 
General Notes on Editing: 
Editing is the stage of the bursting of the shot.  When the tension within a shot reaches its limits 
and can increase no longer within the shot, then the shot bursts, splitting into two editing-pieces. 
There are cases where you can give the action within a shot with just as much dynamic 
saturation as in editing.   27

 
 
Eisenstein Final Thoughts: 
In Cinematographic planning, with movement of figures from the foreground into the depth, and 
from the middle ground to the foreground, is involved something else besides editing.  You 
might call this “hidden editing.”  For example, cut the film before the moneylender’s fall, and cut 
in here her face, shot separately from a somewhat different camera-angle-- You at once have a 
clear instance of editing structure.  In our work, however, we have managed to fix all the striking 
and critical moments in corresponding close view without changing the camera set-up.  In the 
course of emphasizing necessary moments, we even had the moneylender’s face completely 
filling the screen, just before she fell.  Similarly, we included in our exercise details that could 
equally have been picked out in an exposition done by editing.  For example, the grip on the 
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hatchet being changed from one hand to the other--this is a typical close-up.  We did not do 
them by close-ups simply because this would have been outside the conditions of the task we 
set ourselves.  Thanks to the task, you have been convinced that mise-en-scene contains in 
itself all the elements concerned with editing break-up into shots.  For exactly, as in the course 
of the action, comes a place where mise-en scene goes over into acting with gesture and mime, 
so the course of the action may evolve a mise-en-scene where one has to start dealing with 
close-up and medium shots.  Finally, you have received an elementary representation 
illustrating the relative boundaries between the single shot and shot editing, whereby at suitable 
moments the shot breaks up, “bursts” as it were, into a series of editing-shots.  
 
If mise-en-scene means staging on the stage, the arrangement of the stage, then staging in the 
shot,let us henceforth call mise-en-shot.  28
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